Group Activity: Problem-Solving Quadrant

Description of resource and intended audience:

This is a tool for structuring students' engagement with mathematics by creating and connecting multiple representations of a mathematical relationship.

Materials needed: Graphic organizer

Approximate time needed: About 5-15 minutes (or longer depending on the complexity of the problem)

Instructions:

Students work in groups of four to solve a math problem using multiple representations based on 'Rule of Four'. Each group member is assigned a specific role: Graphical, Numeric, Symbolic, and Words (as shown below). Students may either choose their roles or the teacher can assign roles considering students' strengths and areas of growth. Over time, the teacher should be vigilant to make sure that ELs are encouraged and supported to do more language-intensive roles (e.g., Words), keeping in mind that all roles require language to communicate mathematical thinking. The independent part of this activity allows students to practice creating a specific representation from among the Rule of Four. Then, the pair/group sharing part of the activity allows students to see and hear about other representations provided by their group members. Students can use Problem-Solving Quadrant Work Space (see below) to create a response and take notes during the sharing part of this activity. The activity allows time, space, and structure for students to engage in discourse by sharing their representations, justifying their responses, and making connections between different representations.
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Problem-Solving Quadrant: Student Work Space

Student A: I can create a visual model to represent the problem

Graphical
- Diagrams
- Pictures
- Graphs

Student B: I can use numbers to represent the problem

Numeric
- Lists
- Tables
- Data

Student C: I can use words to make sense of the problem

Words
- Written
- Spoken

Student D: I can create an equation and/or expression to represent the problem

Symbolic
- Equations
- Expressions
- Algebra